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Abstract: Regional competitiveness is defined by the ability of regions to 
create added value for the long term, from a comparative perspective. In 
terms of competitiveness, a region needs to know who are  its 
competitors, the strategy they  adopted, which are their objectives and 
resources, which are their strengths and weaknesses, which are the ways 
of reaction to be competitive. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Each region is unique, and what is good for a region doesn’t 

necessarily have the same effect on another. As a basis for the regional 
development program, community leaders must identify and exploit their 
region’s specific uniqueness. This uniqueness can arise in the presence of 
valuable natural resources, such as a strategic geographical location and 
unique landscapes, it could have a favorable climate, a greater economic 
potential, historic architecture, it could be a country of a famous figure or 
even a combination of these and other aesthetic values. 

Also, we must be aware that these features are managed in terms of 
competition, the same values being proposed by other regions. 

Inter-regional competition is often defined as the rivalry among the 
regions to create or attract economic activities that generate incomes. 
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Due to the complexity and interdependencies in regional level, 
competition can be seen as a way to seek together the best solutions to 
specific problems in a strategic way, at the right time and place. 

For many regions, cooperation networks have become an essential 
element in their development and promotion strategies. 

 
 
TERRITORIAL COMPETITIVENESS – PARTICULARITIES AND 

METHODS OF APPRECIATION 
 

Competitiveness of a region is the ability to maintain institutional, 
economic and infrastructure conditions that would promote the formation, 
attraction and development of companies that produce goods and services of 
higher quality and/or at lower prices in regard to foreign competitors. 
Competitiveness is the creation of a set of competing priorities of the region, 
and the development of strategies for achieving its competitiveness relative 
to competitors. 

In terms of competitiveness, a region needs to know who are  its 
competitors, the strategy they  adopted, which are their objectives and 
resources, which are their strengths and weaknesses, which are the ways of 
reaction to be competitive. 

At regional level, competitiveness must be seen as a total measure of 
economic and institutional subjects’ competitiveness using several criteria 
grouped in terms of competitive factors such as: 
- economic performance. It is measured in terms of macroeconomic 
indicators (GDP), price trends (inflation), employment market 
(unemployment), development of international trade or foreign investment. 
- government efficiency. It is evaluated on many criteria grouped into 
categories such as fiscal policy, situation of public finances (debt), 
commercial law, maturity of institutional framework (corruption) and of 
social one (social cohesion, discrimination). 
-  business efficiency. Evaluation criteria refer to labor productivity, access 
to credit, characteristics of employment resources, managerial practices, 
attitudes towards globalization, change. 
-  infrastructure. The criteria belong with the physical infrastructure (area, 
demographics, transportation, provision of energy resources, etc.), 
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technology (telephony, IT), scientific research, education, health and 
culture1. 

Based on these factors we can define the following main sources of 
competitiveness at regional level, and they are2: 
●  Intellectual capital - a result of academic tradition and local policies to 
attract businesses that require highly skilled labor; 
●  Quality of life - given by the level of incomes, consumption structure, 
local market prices; 
●  Structure of economy branches - the focus should be on representation of 
the services sector with high added value; 
●  Infrastructure - both quantitative and qualitative; 
● Business costs (cost of doing business3), showing the comparative 
advantages and disadvantages of localities in attracting and retaining 
businesses in its territory, calculated according to several indicators 
(average annual salary per employee in all industries (50% weighting), the 
revenue of local income taxes in the total population (20%), cost of 
electricity used for commercial and industrial purpose (15%), cost of 
industrial space, warehouse, etc. (10%), etc. 
●  Networking (twinning with other regions); 
● Local institutions - strengthening their capacity of managing public 
property and to make decisions that make economic environment attractive 
to local, domestic and foreign investors; 
● Local-regional administration - the mentality of making expenditures 
oriented towards investments, performance, results. Interaction with citizens 
and civil society. 

The analysis of competitiveness at regional level various aspects 
should be taken into account, such as: 
- spacial scale: Competitiveness operates on different spacial scales - local, 
regional, supra-regional and intra-regional. City districts compete with one 
other, municipalities compete in the same region, and there is a competition 
on a larger scale. 
                                                 
1*** The World Competitiveness Yearbook, 2007, most famous annual report on the 
competitiveness of nations that reviews the conditions offered by economic and business 
environment for sustainable national and regional competitiveness 
2 Kipfer S., Keil R., Toronto Inc.? Planning the Competitive City in the New Toronto, 
SUA, 2002, pp.235-237 
3 www.milkeninstitute.org/pdf/coct_of_doing_business_2005.pdf 
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- nature of competitiveness’ object: Each region has approximately one or 
more specialties, such as trade, tourism, or business. Such specialization is 
developing when related goods and services are an important part of the 
regional economy, and the products are consumed not only by local actors. 
 Regional competitiveness is derived from macroeconomic 
competitiveness, as I consider important to note that a series of resonance 
research revealed that the ability of economies to adapt quickly and 
effectively to higher capitalization requirements of the opportunities offered 
by globalization of world economy is a relevant measure of competitiveness 
of their economies. On this line, Competitiveness Report noted that the 
degree of adaptability of an economic entity to market dynamics is a more 
important factor of increasing competitiveness than the specialization of the 
respective entity and its evolution. 
 Flexibility can be measured by structural changes produced in a 
given period, depending on used production factors and their quality (types 
of used capital, the skill level of work force, types of services that are 
required, etc.). 

The "speed of structural change" indicator is the sum of total 
percentage differences of added value between two moments. Used variable 
is the nominal added value, whose level for each sector is reported to the 
national total production value (for macroeconomic level) or to the value of 
manufacturing industry production. Each change contributes to the 
formation of this indicator, irrespective of its sense ("+" or "-" sign) and 
without reference to the cause of its production. 

Within the European Union, the main criteria against which the 
speed of structural changes in the national economies and sectors is 
appreciated, and also the sectors and groups defined relative to those criteria 
are: used production factors, qualification of the work force, used 
services. 

COMPETITIVENESS INDICATORS AT REGIONAL LEVEL 
 

Level of competitiveness in the regional level is given by a series of 
indicators, their complex nature arising from their classification, as: 

1. Under quantitative and qualitative aspect, we have: 
● subject type indicators - which refer to the perception of organization on 
the state and competitive advantage (e.g. organizational restructuring, 
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efficient management, investments for research-development, higher skilled 
workforce, etc.); 
● objective type indicators – which direct to input, output or performance 
indicators. 

Input type indicators relate to: the rate of activity in the region, numbers 
of companies per capita, power of companies with activities based on higher 
knowledge.  

Output type indicators relate to: GDP/ employed population, rate of 
employment (employed population/working age population), rate of 
dependency (working age population/non-working age population). 

2. After implications on competitiveness, we have:  
● indicators that measure the direct impact on competitiveness (impact on 
activities’ progress); 
● indicators that show the indirect impact on phenomenon (growth of 
employment rate, increase of profit).  

3. In terms of time, we have: 
● statistic indicators which show the situation at a given time;  
● indicators that quantify and express a certain evolution. 

4. In terms of analysed dimensions, we have: 
● economic indicators; 
● social indicators; 
● indicators that relate to education; 
● environment indicators; 
● indicators of development policies. 
 
 

MEASURING COMPETITIVENESS AT REGIONAL LEVEL4 
 
 The methodology used for this purpose, based on the idea of 
highlighting regional disparities, aims, first, to identify the factors that 
explain success at regional level (success being interpreted with the 
significance of achieving a high level of competitiveness), and secondly, 
determining whether these factors can be applied in regions with a deficit in 
development. 
                                                 
4 Corneliu ,Russu, Creşterea competitivităţii. Managementul performanţei, Note de 
curs, Bucureşti, 2008, pp. 18-19 
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Determinant factors of regional competitiveness and their measurement 

 Knowledge Factor 
 In terms of methodology, knowledge is measured by the skills of the 
work force (expressed by the training level or as the intensity for training 
spending) and also by the intensity of research-development activities 
(expressed by the share of expenditure devoted to these activities in GDP). 
 Knowledge factor can be reflected by the stock of human capital, 
expressed by some indicators present in statistic situations – active 
population, including age structure, number of persons employed in research 
and development sector, level of employment in areas of high technology, 
number of people involved in the education sector, the total number of 
students. 

 Innovation factor 
 In terms of different benchmarks, a typology of regional innovation 
systems was built ( SIR). 

Relative to governance criteria, three models of technology 
transfers are seen: 
- SIR with new units (Grass Roots), created on local initiatives, with 
very different and diffuse funding sources (banks, local or regional 
government funding, regional chamber of commerce and industry), 
characterized by a strong orientation to market demand, by weak 
technological specialization and poor coordination at local levels; 
- SIR Network, created on initiatives coming from different levels - 
local, regional or governmental, with funding preponderantly provided by 
interested companies, banks and government agencies; scientific research 
activity is oriented towards both fundamental research and applicative one, 
specialization being flexible given the wide range of requirements of the 
involved agents; 
- SIR dirigiste started, usually by government and with external 
support, mostly from its higher levels; scientific research has both 
fundamental and applicative character, and covers topics that go beyond 
strictly regional interest and interests, predominantly, large companies with 
considerable potential for innovation; coordination of the system is made 
from its higher level, and its specialization is high; 

    Relative to the criterion of business innovation dimension, three 
other models are distinguished: 
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- SIR localist, in which a few large companies, domestic or foreign ones, 
are integrated, with individual activities of research and development 
relatively modest, between companies and between them and regional and 
local decision makers existing close associations, which, based on 
synergistic effect, lead to a significant enhance of the innovative potential at 
association level; 
- SIR interactive, comprising small, medium and large companies and in 
which scientific research is funded from public and private sources, 
represented by local or regional authorities, by large companies, with the 
stated objective of stimulating the development of the innovative base of 
economy; the intensity of association between economic and administrative 
actors involved in the system is very high, being embodied in the large 
number of research networks, forums and clubs in which the orientation of 
research and development activity and the profitable exploitation of its 
results are debated; 
- SIR globalised, which is dominated by companies operating globally, 
supported, mostly, by "in cluster" supply chains; the research is internalized 
in the respective companies and it benefits from private funding, those 
companies acting on their own and getting very rare in association with 
other partners. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
Typological diversity of regional innovation system highlights the 

broad range of organizational, financial and other kind factors which 
determine the innovational potential of a region and which should 
adequately reflect the methodological elements to assess regional 
competitiveness, expressed, as shown, in terms of productivity. Among 
these there are many non-quantifiable factors, those who belong to, for 
example, government policies falling into this category (the size of capital-
risk activity for research and development activities, the presence of high 
technology “clusters”, etc.). Consideration of these factors, for which we 
cannot give a quantifiable approximation, is however necessary to identify if 
there is any correlation between the presence and the absence of those 
factors in various regions and high or low level of productivity specific to 
them. 
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 Competitiveness is a current problem which must be approached 
both at microeconomic and macroeconomic level, because now, 
unfortunately, there is a lack of competitiveness in Romania felt at 
microeconomic level and extended at macroeconomic one. 
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